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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

Thanks for recommending me as a reviewer. The authors aimed to assess the safety of 

early (≤7 days post stroke) versus late (>7 days post stroke) PEG tube placement and 

evaluate whether particular pre-procedural risk factors could predict mortality or 

complications. Overall, this study is well written. If the authors complete minor 

revisions, the quality of the study will be further improved.  1. Please check for typos. 2. 

Please check the text format. 
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

Dear Editor PEG is a more acceptable choice to deliver food than nasogastric tube 

because it is not associated with discomfort of oropharynx and decreases the incidence 

of complications such as esophagitis and respiratory infections. PEG has lower risk of 

occlusion and dislocation and better compliance. A common indication for PEG 

placement is the nutritional support to older patients who have lost their ability  to eat 

due to cerebrovascular diseases. Usually PEG placement is safe, but complications may 

occur, such bleeding, peritonitis, bowel obstruction or perforation, and operative 

wound infection. The procedure-related mortality is around 0.5% to 2%. Indicating the 

procedure to a patient who is in bad condition and may die shortly is a bad decision. 

Therefore, it is critical to improve PEG indication avoiding ineffective and 

futile indication.    This manuscript approaches the timing of PEG placement using 7 

days cut off. It describes the background, the significance of the study, identifying the 

gap in the knowledge. The  authors describe the Methods and Results clearly. The tables 

and diagrams are appropriate, and the statistical approach is adequate.   I have my 

comments listed below.   Minor comments.   ·       Abstract. In the section Results of the 

Abstract, the authors use the expression “statistically insignificant”.  Insignificant 

usually implies unimportance, without statistical connotations.    ·       Keywords. I did 

not find the keywords in this manuscript.   ·       Study Design. In the first paragraph, 

last sentence the authors stated that “Exclusion criteria included PEG tubes placed for 

indication others than an acute stroke”… They should be more precise and state that 

they excluded patients having PEG placement for other reasons than dysphagia after an 

acute stroke.   Major comments   ·    Discussion Section. The Discussion Section must 
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be rewritten according to the following recommendations: The Discussion section is 

rambling and do not follow a logic sequence. Three points about the beginning of the 

Discussion are worth emphasizing. First, because the other sections (Methods and 

Results) separate Introduction and Discussion, it is good to provide in the Discussion an 

introductory sentence that restates the research question or the purpose of the study. 

Second, the restatement at the beginning of the Discussion must match the statement of 

purpose in the Introduction. Third, it is important to answer the question as it was asked 

in the Introduction, with the same words and key terms. After answering a specific 

question with a specific answer, the authors need to describe how the results support the 

answer, how the existing literature endorses the results and how the results agree or 

disagree with the work of others. It is important to describe the contribution that the 

study makes to the field and how the findings can be applied. It is also crucial the 

authors identify limitations in the study.  In my standpoint one important limitation of 

this study is the retrospective design. It is easy looking back to define the 7-days cut off. 

Besides recognize this limitation the authors should propose an alternative justification 

(or how to operationalize it) for the 7-days cut off in a prospective study or in the daily 

medical practice.  Another point to consider in the discussion is the recognition of 

confounding bias. The mortality and the hospital length of stay they found in their study 

was not directly related to PEG placement complications. It was probably related to the 

previous health state of the patients and their comorbidities. They should be careful in 

their conclusions, tacking in account those issues. 

 


